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A Zine by Tidal Artist Haven, all work Copyrighted by their respective artists

Letter from the Editor
I recently finished reading Asegi Stories by Qwo-Li Driskill, a gender studies professor at
Oregon State University and fellow member of what is sometimes called the Cherokee
diaspora (a segment of the US population with less formal connection to one of the
largest surviving Native tribes). When I started my work on this zine, I had even
reached out to Qwo-Li through a friend of mine, and they had agreed to chat with me
about the aims of this project and provide any additional insight.
That was the same week we saw the beginnings of the 2020 uprisings against police
brutality and systemic racism. It would be an understatement to say that this completely
changed all of my plans.
Asegi Stories is a book about imagining the way things were for Natives of Turtle Island
prior to colonization. Specifically, Qwo-Li relates known stories about Natives in the
Southeast (mostly through a Cherokee context) having to adapt to European ideas
about sex and gender. They then invite the reader to imagine the past through the more
educated lens of the present in order to develop ideas of what the future could hold for
Native and non-Native queer people. (The Cherokee word “asegi” can be translated to English
as “weird” or “queer” in case you’re wondering why I just casually dropped what some people
consider a slur.)
Originally I had planned to write about how this could apply to all people with
marginalized sexual and gender identities today. What could we plan now to help make
the lives of future generations of LGBTQIA+ people? How does celebrating Pride in the
middle of a global pandemic change what we want that celebration to be in the future?
How can we, as a society, reflect on pre-colonization Native culture around sexuality and
gender in order to make the world more just?
The epilogue of Asegi Stories, “An Asegi Manifesto” posits that categories like gender
and sexuality were imposed on Natives of Turtle Island in order to “force us into clear
Eurocentric categories, keep us confined in there, ensure we monitor each other’s
behavior, and, then, while we are distracted, take our lands.” It could be said that this
was also done around the world to effect similar control upon the masses, make people
fight each other, and steal from them in the ensuing chaos. Those alienated by hundreds
of years of this practice, did (and always have done) the very human thing of creating a
community defined by our shared need and experience.
Since Seattle’s first lesbian mayor, Jenny Durkan, started tear-gassing people protesting
police brutality during the month that Seattle celebrates a movement founded on
resising police brutality, I have heard and read many times that white LGBTQ+ people
must stand in solidarity with Black, Brown, and Indigenous communities. Not just on
issues like police brutality though, because the continuing systemic brutalization of our
neighbors for the color of their skin (or where they come from or what their religion is or
who they love or what their gender is or anything else) makes our whole society weaker.
We can protect each other by standing shoulder-to-shoulder (either metaphorically or
with necessary C19 precautions) with our BIPOC neighbors, heeding the leadership of
Black community organizations, and protecting those affected first and worst by governmental policies meant to drive us apart. As Nikkita Oliver has been saying, WE protect us.
Black Lives Matter doesn’t mean that only Black lives matter. It means that in order for
everyone to matter, we as a society have to address the systemic barriers that were put
in place to alienate and brutalize Black people. Everyone alienated and marginalized by
white cishet hegemony have to come together and fight for the freedoms and liberties of
everyone else if any one of us expects to ever truly be free.

This volume of artwork was submitted by people in the Tidal Artist Haven community.
We’re currently small and in a fairly pale area of Seattle, and the call for art was
admittedly limited in whom it reached. Nevertheless, the artists in our studio and
community act in solidarity with all our relatives who suffer under the oppression of
systemic racism, homophobia, and transphobia. In the future, our outreach will be
broader, and we will be doing more to raise the profiles of Black artists.
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Lives Matter
Indigenous Lives Matter
Queer Lives Matter
Trans Lives Matter
Disabled Lives Matter
Prisoners Lives Matter
Sex Workers Lives Matter
Laborers Lives Matter
Artists Lives Matter
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It took a deadly “perp walk” through a pandemic, a cry of “I can’t breathe,” and the
death of George Floyd, for Americans to seriously suggest in public that indeed “black
lives matter.” Of course, the current loud whisper of this declaration is as temporary
as a negative Covid-19 test. The infection present in our other virus is still out there.
Young, optimistic souls who once shared the dream of Martin Luther King Jr. that we
live in a community that judges all of us merely on character, have aged, like me, into
a battered, vulnerable, ancient soul that no longer remembers the words of “We are
the World.”
Of course, I am a white person, and I can’t even describe what it is like to be the
mother of a black teenager fearing that night he meets his first police officer alone on
the street. Yet, I do share more vulnerability than the average, low-income, 72-yearold lady that lives in a big city. Mine eyes have seen public debasement, far too much
solitude, and a view from behind bars. I am among a community of the marginalized,
not because I am a senior citizen, but because my vagina is only 30 years old. As I
tell comedy audiences, being 30, makes me a millennial.
Unlike other millennials, however, I did not grow up in a world where you could easily
change your underwear or grow breasts. Mine was not a world where I could find answers, or even Google. Thank God, there were these things called books. It took me
nearly 40 years, but in 1985, I told everyone all I wanted was to be me. Everyone
else I knew of course, that I was NOT who I said I should be. The result was bitter
anger, abandonment and isolation from everyone I once loved—family, friends, and
employers. I wish the worst that might happen is that I would end up in drunk tank
(even if don’t drink).
Instead, I fought a parking ticket.
Yes, who knew that an altercation in a courtroom meant you literally had to fight
against a pair of court bailiffs? Who knew, you could have your ribs broken in the
process? At least, I only had my ribs broken in the jail. I knew lawyers. Unlike some
new friends of color that shared my cell at the time, being white, at least, kept my
name from being among the hundreds listed on the Trans Day of Remembrance that
November.
Instead, all that I cherished, including a once-promising career, the hope for true
love, and just a little bit of understanding from many of my friends, was ripped from
my life. Now, some 30 years after my ribs were broken, this millennial in senior citizen clothing remains isolated, still typing out words, trying to delay the day I sit out
my days assembling puzzle pieces. At best, these days, I am described as “vulnerable” for Covid-19.
Yet, in a world where big-city buildings are torched in the name of “justice,” while the
occupant of the White House lifts a “photo op” after clearing the streets with noxious
fumes, the vulnerable are motioned to get out of the way of pandemic recovery.
Even in anarchy, ours, remains a world of rules. Henry David Thoreau put it, “Any
fool can make a rule. And any fool will mind it.” Law enforcement has, at least until
now, been in charge of enforcing those rules. In the wake of our times, there are
calls beyond “Black Lives Matter.” There are calls for everything from “defund the police” to “disband the police.” Hopefully, these calls will get some thought, and many
of us wish this movement well. Could what worked in places like Camden, New Jersey,
work in a large city like Minneapolis? At least there is a simple idea at the root of the
Camden plan. Police found that if citizens had confidence in law enforcement personnel, it could increase cooperation and diminish disarray. What a concept!
In the words of Bob Dylan, “answers” my friend are blowing in the wind.” I, however, am too old and “vulnerable” to move from beyond my personal computer to help.
I’ve been burned too many times. Did you hear there’s a virus out there?

Yes, the world has changed since 1985. Being a marginalized white person is becoming slightly more acceptable. For some, who are young and emerging as leaders for
a brand new world of gender equality, law enforcement, the rules are changing, and
the shadows of understanding are emerging from the darkness.
Maybe I could create a photo op?
- Barbara Sehr
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“Seeing in 2020”
Why now? Where’d it come from all of a sudden? Cause it’s 2020 and we
can see clearly now. We’ve had enough. Even the deniers can’t deny anymore. No justice, no peace.
It’s 2020 and we’re still polluted by racism, poisoned by biases the colonial rapists brought with them. Learn from our history or you’re doomed
to repeat it. Repeat it. No justice no peace.
Can you hear us in your hilltop houses, lights off in your bunkers. You
can’t hide from the truth. Hear us! Say it again. No justice no peace.
Human Rights are basic concepts: life and liberty above all. Regardless of
skin color, identity, religion. Every other country on the planet can agree
on this, what are you waiting for? No justice no peace.
The whole planet is crying for justice, for equality. Can’t you feel it? The
wave of change and acceptance. We’re here together but where are the
leaders? No justice no peace.
- Jessica Havens
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Why we bleed
Never seems clear
Til we don’t
We bleed so we can be stronger
We bleed so to be reminded
Were we come from
We bleed without control
To show us
We have to let nature do her thing
We, She is so powerful
Respect, Space
Calm, Strong
Dangerous, Peaceful
Enduring, Lasting
Powerful
We bleed Power
-ashlee
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Of Riots and Rainbows: Braden Duncan’s works of solidarity
Braden Duncan is a rising star in the world of Fine Art. Her unique watercolor technique is distinctive
and she is known throughout the Convention scene for spectacularly detailed imagery of her cats as
well-known characters like Jack Skellington and Deadpool, just to name a few. Recently she’s been
working on a series of cats wearing period-specific face coverings as a means of coping with the Pandemic -- among the many sacrifices to which has been the convention circuit that keeps so many
artists in supplies and frozen waffles.
Painting on current events has lead Braden to want to express more solidarity with her peers and the
communities most directly affected by current events, especially BIPOC communities (Black, Indigenous, People of Color), and the LGBTQ+ community (in which she herself is a registered B).
“Together We Stand” is a triumphant accumulation of years of practice in both painting and working for
social justice -- often her cat paintings have some percentage of the proceeds donated to animal shelters or other worthy causes. But when protests started happening in Seattle, Braden was torn. With
immune-compromised family living with her and the pandemic still raging, she didn’t feel it possible to
keep them safe if she went down to the front lines. Fortunately, online activism has changed the conditions for protesting, and it has been possible to raise funds and create solidarity from her studio. On
her Patreon blog she writes:
“This piece was a challenge for me, and it took several weeks for the concept to fully coalesce. How do
you fit frustration with the broken system, anger at pervasive injustice, fear for friends’ safety, pride
in my community, excitement for the progress made so far, and overwhelming exhaustion in a single
painting?”
Noting the complete surreality of Capitol Hill’s rainbow crosswalks shining through the tear gas during
the first wave of protests (before the SPD pulled back from the East Precinct), as an inspiration, other
elements managed to fall into place from there. Seattle Police using tear gas on protesters demonstrating against police brutality was especially heinous, but it wasn’t just protesters who got gassed. Of this
Braden remarks,
“who knew you could be tear gassed in your own apartment without even attending a protest?”
About another element of the piece, she continues, “I’ve never painted an umbrella before; I’ve considered painting parasols on occasion to accompany some of my Steampunk characters, but never quite
got around to it. They simply don’t factor into my everyday life, so I often forget they exist. Strangely,
as rainy as Seattle is purported to be, it’s rare to see a Seattlite with an umbrella. We have jackets &
hoods & knit caps, and who wants to carry a floppy wet thing around with them all day?
So when I saw this photo of the Capitol Hill blockade taken by Noah Lubin on 2 June, it made me laugh
out loud. Finally, a damn good reason to own an umbrella in Seattle. (For the uninitiated, they help
block the effects of tear gas.)”
The second piece of Braden’s included in Riots And Strongly-Worded Letters is “Bunzi the Rainbow
Serpent Goddess”, currently part of the annual Goddess Show at Gargoyles Statuary in the University
District.
While Braden doesn’t paint human-looking beings very often, the Goddess show is a tradition and this
year she wanted to show solidarity with Black Lives Matter by portraying a goddess who originated in
Africa. Her process-blog on Patreon tells a summary of Bunzi’s origins:
“This is Bunzi, a goddess of fertility & rain whose story begins in Central Africa. The god Kuitikuiti & his
wife Mboze lived with their son Makanga beneath the rapids of the Congo River. Mboze became pregnant, but when Kuitikuiti discovered the child was Makanga’s, he killed Mboze. As her dying act, she
gave birth to a serpent daughter Bunzi, who inherited her mother’s duty as the bringer of rain. Bunzi,
the cosmic serpent, sometimes appears to her people as a rainbow, other times as the reflection of the
setting sun in the ripples of the river.”
Releasing images of the piece to the public on Juneteenth, Braden pledges her ongoing solidarity, “The
struggle for equality is ongoing, and I’ll continue to create art to raise funds & awareness, and support
my friends on the front lines in every way I can.”
For more from Braden (including the full process-posts quoted above) be sure to subscribe to her Patreon https://www.patreon.com/ClockworkArt, and don’t forget to follow Clockwork Art on Instagram
and Facebook.
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‘Immortality’
Mortality
No I meant Immortality
Webster says Mortality:
The condition of being mortal;
The nature of man,
As having to eventually die.
Immortality: a person having lasting fame.
I am Immortal, a person having lasting fame.
I know that my time here
has been to be a muse.
To be a spirit that is thought to inspire.
Inspire: to breathe or blow upon, into;
To infuse (life) by breathing;
To cause, guide, communicate or motivate
As by divine or supernatural influence;
To arouse or produce; To affect.

-ashlee
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When we are old
The kids will tell us
Music can be strange
Food can be odd
Conversations can be uncomfortable
Transportation can be complicated
Intimacy can be challenging
Pain can be irrelevant
Our bodies, minds and voice can be slower
But our soul knows that
The age number on earth is just that.
Our souls have aged forever and will continue
When we are old
We will look back too
How silly we were
How nieve
How loud or quiet
How controlled it was
How freeing it is to be old
Not because our bodies can do more
But because our hearts have lived
Keep Beating
Keep Fighting
Keep Loving
Keep Persisting
Keep Moving
Keep smelling flowers
Keep pushing, just a little bit
Keep Learning
Keep Living
When we are old
They will be amazed by
What we have accomplished.
-ashlee
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Contributors

Barbara Sehr has been a writer for the
Seattle P-I, Computer Systems News,
Digital News, and a little startup company called Microsoft. She remains the
only journalist in the world to have interviewed Bill Gates as both a male and a
female reporter. She arrived in Seattle
in 1985 as a large figure in technology
journalism, despite several failed attempts at Weight Watchers. She retired
from comedy in 2018, though she is
bringing back her stale jokes and other
misdemeanors to the Pride Open Mic on
June 13. She is currently locked up amidst other “vulnerable” senior citizens while infecting
other pandemic victims with her ability to put her mask on upside down.
Kelly Verity is a transgender nonbinary dude
who creates art and shares it online as a survival tactic. He offers private art lessons and
is always looking for new ways to expand his
practice, build up his portfolio, and take on new
projects.
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kverityart
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/KVerityArt

Sylvia de Vries – Ribbers is a Dutch surreal contemporary artist, specialised in horror and
the bizarre. She takes her inspiration from the human anatomy, (dark) folk and fairy tales
and the darkness of the mind.
Ever since she could hold a pencil, she has been drawing and
colouring. Fairy tales and Disney have been her first inspiration, but ever since she was little there was still that part of
her that liked the dark and unusual. Now she tries to combine
those two styles into one, showing people the most scary
thing on earth is what is in the peoples own minds.
Besides her own work as form of Art Therapy, she does various submissions from portraits of loved ones and animals to
tattoo designs and book illustrations.
She is also an artist at Gift Horse Productions, an art team
situated in the Washington state of the USA. Examples of
her work can be found on her Facebook page, Instagram and
website.
Web: https://sylviadevriesrart.wixsite.com/website
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sylviadevriesribbersart/?hl=nl
FB: https://www.facebook.com/sylviadevriesribbersart/
Support me on Ko-fi: https://ko-fi.com/S6S871CY
Support me on Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/user?u=3946452

Ashlee Staubb Mother, Teacher, Artist, Author, Caregiver, Poet, Pirate Mama

@mama.ashlee @RainbowPirateCrafts

Jessica Havens TAH Founder, TAH Executive Director
I come from a family of artists and my love of whimsical drawings was cultivated from a young age.
Growing up on an island in the Gulf of Mexico, my art
was greatly inspired by nature. As an adult I studied
fine art in college, and found an appreciation for oil
painting. These days I spend a lot of time crafting and
making art with my young daughter, passing on the
love of art. Currently, my favorite medium is acrylic
paint.
Web: http://ravenmaddesigns.com/
FB: https://www.facebook.com/pg/RavenMadDesignsShop
IG: https://www.instagram.com/raven_mad_designs/
Etsy: https://www.etsy.com/shop/ravenmaddesignsshop

Stacy Schonhardt I mostly work in acrylic, although
I also paint in oils, sculpt, make jewelry, and do photography. I’ve been showing and selling my work for
over thirty years all over the country. I live in the
PNW with my partner, our sweet doggo, and far, far
too many guppies.
FB: https://www.facebook.com/Basia-Mille-Designs-140181856053471/

Braden Duncan (a.k.a. Clockwork Art) is a full-time, selftaught watercolour artist & curator based in Seattle, WA. She
loves painting animals, and her current bodies of work feature
watercolour & ink critters with whimsical, fantastical, mechanical, macabre & pop culture accoutrement. She plans to take
over the world with the strange & the adorable.
Braden is an animal rescue advocate (with a soft spot for
cats), and helps raise funds & awareness for animals in need.
She is the co-founder of the Seattle Arts Coalition, the exhibitor coordinator for Sea-Meow Con, a member of the international Strange Dreams Surreal Art Collective, and regularly
assists with curation & art installation for galleries across the
Northwest. She can usually be found covered in watercolour,
oil paint, engine grease & cat hair.

Web: www.clockworkart.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/clockworkart/
FB: https://www.facebook.com/ClockworkArtShop
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Clock_work_Art

Amy Muse I come from lines of potters, doll makers,
carpenters, and engineers who influenced my DNA and
taught me various skills as a child. I dropped out of college at 19 and returned at 28 to get a degree in graphic
design. While I occasionally make digital art, my curiosity and ADD drive me to try new mediums frequently,
so I bounce between making jewelry, resin art, polymer
sculptures, digital art, and purses made out of gourds.
My most fulfilling endeavor is to make functional objects
beautiful.
My themes usually focus on the imagination, the fantastic, the graceful, the organic, and the magnificent. As
I grow older, the connection to ancestors has begun to
influence my work as has mingled hope and despair for
human societies; past, present, and future.
IG: instagram.com/amusedgourdess
Rachel Setzer, TAH Board President, TAH Gallery Curator
Rachel helped to found TAH in 2019 and seeks to take an
approach to curation that goes beyond the textureless
matte white cube of traditional spaces and into the communities we serve. She leads a curation team with more
than 30 years combined exhibition & curation experience,
and promotes curiosity, innovation and big-picture-thinking in the gallery. Her experience as an artist and activist
provides the insight, eyesight, and foresight to tell the
story for our group exhibitions, solo shows, and member
gallery. Meanwhile, her service dog, LilBo Puggins, helps
keep TAH’s chill vibe
Patreon: patreon.com/setzerstudioarts

